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Abstract
The argument of this article is that GPRA—like a number of earlier federal
management reform efforts—does not fit easily into the institutional
structures, functions, and p olitical realities of the American system. Desp ite
the array of management reform efforts over the years, couched in different
guises and forms, few attemp ts to deal with management have resulted in
significant change. This is not to say that there have been no achievements
from the range of reform efforts. But GPRA rep eats the tendency of the
architects of management reform to focus on what have turned out to be
fairly ineffective ap p roaches. The time and energy that have been exp ended
in this p rocess have resulted in significant op p ortunity costs in the federal
government.
This article emp hasizes the major weaknesses of GPRA. It is a p rime examp le
of the difficulty of dealing with federal management as a government-wide
strategy and set of generic activities and requirements. The p ublic
administration community has focused on a set of institutions and p rocesses
that do not really touch the core of the nation's decision-making p rocesses.
These reforms op erate largely as rhetorical p ositions or arguments without
the ability to influence substantive p olicy and budgetary p rocesses.
Three attributes are a p art of the American decision-making p rocess: the
structures of fragmented decision making in the United States; the
imp eratives of several decision making functions (p articularly the
differences between budgeting, management, and p lanning); and the
dynamics of p olitics and p olicy making in the American p olitical system. I
examine how GPRA has op erated within these constraints and the difficulty
of fitting the GPRA into them.
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